
New Modern Wedding Cakes Magazine
Coming Soon

Wildfire Publishing is currently working on the next edition of

Modern Wedding Cakes magazine.

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, May 26, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Modern Wedding Cakes, a magazine dedicated to

wedding cakes, desserts and styling is produced by

Wildfire Publishing. Wildfire Publishing has significant

experience in the wedding industry and produces several

prominent bridal publications, including Modern

Wedding Magazine and Luxury Weddings. The various

publications all aim to help brides to plan their weddings

effortlessly. 

Modern Wedding Cakes is an extremely popular magazine and the editorial team is currently

busy revamping the magazine’s look and content to make the upcoming edition even better. The

Modern Wedding Cakes team understand the important role that wedding cakes and desserts

play at weddings. The team is currently busy with several exciting new photo-shoots for Modern

Wedding Cakes magazine and are meeting with various vendors and suppliers to ensure that the

new edition is engaging, up to date and useful for brides. 

"Our upcoming edition of Modern Wedding Cakes & Styling will be even better than previous

editions,” says John Haslam, Managing Director of Wildfire Publishing. “At Wildfire Publishing, we

understand the bridal industry and we are in touch with what brides want. Our Cakes magazine

is a comprehensive guide to wedding cakes and desserts—it covers everything from flavours to

traditions and even provides brides with a guide to industry leaders."

"Modern Wedding Cakes is a very successful publication and we have a very capable team

working on the upcoming edition. The editorial team dedicated to our Cakes magazine has

significant experience in the wedding business and are working hard to make the new edition

even better,” says John. "We have been looking at various trends and we’ve been collaborating

with several different cake decorators and stylists to ensure that the upcoming edition is trendy

as well as helpful to brides." 

The Modern Wedding brand, as well as a successful quarterly title includes a range of annual

http://www.einpresswire.com
http:///www.modernwedding.com.au/wedding-cakes-ideas/


publications that focus on specific elements of the wedding planning process. Modern Wedding

Cakes, Modern Wedding Flowers and Gowns magazine are just a few of these titles.

Modern Wedding is an Australian Company was launched in 1998 to provide a National style

guide of wedding and has become Australia’s Favourite Bridal Magazine.

http://www.modernwedding.com.au
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